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Despite the pristine abilities of analog quantum simulators to study quantum dynamics, possibil-
ities to detect currents are sparse. Here, we propose a flexible non-invasive technique to measure
currents in quantum many-body systems by weakly coupling the system to an ancilla, followed by
a measurement of the ancilla population. We numerically benchmark the scheme at the example of
interacting bosons in a Harper–Hofstadter optical-lattice ladder, and discuss potential experimental
error sources. The highly flexible protocol can be used with both hard-core and soft-core bosons as
well as fermions, is easily extendable to more general observables like current–current correlations,
and applies to other setups beyond cold atoms as we exemplify for the trapped-ion platform.

The investigation of quantum many-body systems in
highly controllable quantum devices has accounted for
major advances in understanding strongly correlated
matter [1–12]. Such quantum simulators, e.g., based on
cold atoms or trapped ions, offer the ability to observe
phenomena as they evolve in real time and at a micro-
scopic resolution, and they permit access to observables
that are difficult to extract in solid-state samples. How-
ever, one advantage of the solid state is the possibility
to measure conduction properties by connecting wires to
the sample [13, 14], which has enabled milestone discov-
eries such as the integer and fractional quantum Hall ef-
fects [15–17]. For ultracold atoms or trapped ions, such
a coupling to the outside world would destroy the high-
vacuum sample. It is nevertheless possible to measure
transport properties by microscopically tracking the evo-
lution of the particle density [18–25], by performing to-
mography after quenching an optical lattice [26–30], or
after dividing the sample into reservoir regions with dif-
ferent chemical potentials [31, 32]. In contrast, the direct
measurement of currents requires additional experimen-
tal overhead, such as the coupling of a synthetic dimen-
sion to a cavity [33]. Thus, it remains highly challenging
to measure currents in quantum devices.

Here, we design a flexible and experimentally accessible
protocol for measuring currents. Our approach is based
on the concept of non-invasive measurements [34, 35],
which allow one to access observables unobtainable via
standard projective measurements, e.g., unequal-time
correlations [36–38]. The central idea is to weakly couple
the system to an ancilla, on which suitable measurements
are performed to extract information about the system.
Since the coupling is weak, measurement back action on
the system is reduced and its state remains largely in-
tact, though often at the price of a lower signal-to-noise
ratio. We show here, focusing in particular on optical
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Figure 1. Schematic of the non-invasive measurement pro-
tocol for currents, illustrated for an optical lattice. (a) We
demonstrate the scheme at the example of bosons in a Harper–
Hofstadter ladder with on-site interaction U , real intra-leg
tunneling J , and complex inter-leg tunneling Kei`φ, generat-
ing a synthetic magnetic flux φ per plaquette. (b) A short
pulse of strength Ω coherently couples two sites `1 and `2 to
an empty ancillary mode (see Eq. (3)). If the phases of the
couplings are chosen appropriately (e.g., θ`1 − θ`2 = π/2 for
intra-leg currents), the current from site `1 to `2 can be ex-
tracted according to Eq. (4) by measuring the probability of
not populating the ancilla. (c) The scheme reveals the cur-
rent pattern of regularly-spaced vortices, characteristic for the
vortex phase, as well as the chiral current running along the
system boundary in the Meissner phase, shown here, respec-
tively, for K/J = 1.25 and K/J = 2.5, as well as φ = 2π/3
and U/J = 1.

lattice setups, that such a non-invasive scheme permits
the accurate extraction of currents in quantum many-
body systems. The proposed protocol is illustrated in
Fig. 1: two lattice sites are coherently coupled to an an-
cilla with appropriately chosen phases, making the prob-
ability of populating the ancilla sensitive to the current
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between the coupled sites. The scheme requires only the
ability to distinguish an empty from a populated ancilla
in the regime where the system’s response to the coher-
ent coupling is linear. This requirement can readily be
achieved, for instance, with modern quantum gas micro-
scopes [18, 21, 39, 40], which also provide single-site ad-
dressing required to resolve local currents.

While the scheme works for bosons and fermions alike,
both in and out of equilibrium, we benchmark our
method using exact diagonalization at the example of
equilibrium currents of interacting bosons in a Harper–
Hofstadter ladder [41–57]. This model mimics the Meiss-
ner effect in type-II superconductors exposed to an exter-
nal magnetic field, and our technique directly reveals the
characteristic current patterns of the Meissner and the
vortex phases (see Fig. 1c), as well as the transition to a
Mott-insulating phase. To further demonstrate the feasi-
bility of the protocol, we discuss potential experimental
sources of errors as well as strategies how to mitigate
them. Moreover, we propose possible extensions to other
platforms, e.g., trapped ions, as well as to more gen-
eral observables like current–current correlations. Our
approach thus opens the door to measuring fundamen-
tal conduction properties in a broad range of synthetic
quantum systems realizing strongly correlated phases of
matter.
Outline of the protocol.—We consider a general system

described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian

H = −
∑
` 6=`′

J``′a†`a`′ + V, (1)

where a` (a†`) denotes the bosonic or fermionic annihi-
lation (creation) operator at local mode `, which may
represent lattice sites as well as internal states, and V
contains any density–density interaction. We allow for
complex hopping amplitudes J``′ = J∗`′` = |J``′ |eiφ``′ in-
volving a Peierls phase φ``′ , as is common in models with
synthetic gauge fields [7, 10, 58].

It is our goal to measure expectation values involving
the current operator from local mode `1 to `2,

j`1`2 = −i
(
J`1`2a

†
`1
a`2 − J∗`1`2

a†`2
a`1

)
, (2)

whose form follows by combining the Heisenberg equation
of motion ∂tn`1 = i[H, n`1 ] with the continuity equation
∂tn`1 +

∑
`2 6=`1

j`1`2 = 0, expressing local conservation of
the particle number (density) n`1 = a†`1

a`1 (here and in
what follows, we set ~ = 1).
To formulate our non-invasive measurement protocol,

we model the ancilla as a single bosonic or fermionic
mode, which we assume to be initially empty. We con-
sider a coupling between system and ancilla according to
the Hamiltonian

H`1`2
cpl = Ω

(
eiθ`1 b†a`1 + eiθ`2 b†a`2

)
+ h.c., (3)

describing the Λ configuration depicted in Fig. 1b. Here,
the operator b† (b) creates (annihilates) a particle in the

ancilla, Ω is the coupling strength, and h.c. denotes the
Hermitian conjugate. This coupling scheme is guided by
the intuition that pre-existing correlations between the
modes `1 and `2 can be probed because they modify the
interference between population transfer paths generated
by the coherent coupling. In order to access the current
given by Eq. (2), we choose the phases in Eq. (3) such
that θ`2 − θ`1 = φ`1`2 − π/2 with φ`1`2 = arg(J`1`2).
(Other choices, e.g., θ`1 = θ`2 , instead give access to the
correlator a†`1

a`2 + a†`2
a`1 , see Appendix A.) Experimen-

tally, the ancilla can conveniently be realized as an addi-
tional internal level of the atoms, for which detuning or
polarization of the optical lattice lasers are chosen such
that it is trapped midway between the two sites under
investigation. The coupling in Eq. (3) between system
and ancilla can then be realized by laser-assisted tunnel-
ing [59]. Alternatively, the ancilla may also correspond to
an offresonant site in an optical superlattice, where tran-
sitions between higher and lower sites can be generated
via microwave pulses [60].
The coupling is applied as a short pulse of duration ∆t,

whose shape is arbitrary as long as ∆t is much shorter
than the characteristic time scales of the Hamiltonian (1).
In this case, we can neglect the evolution under the sys-
tem Hamiltonian (1) during the coupling, and the mea-
surement can be regarded as taking an instantaneous
snapshot of the system. If ρ = ρ0⊗|0〉〈0| is the combined
state of system and ancilla before the coupling, the state
after the coupling reads ρ′`1`2

= U(∆t)ρU†(∆t), where
U(∆t) = exp(−iH`1`2

cpl ∆t) is the time evolution operator.
We now consider the probability of detecting nA particles
in the ancilla, given by p`1`2(nA) = Tr(ρ′`1`2

|nA〉〈nA|).
By expanding U(∆t) up to second order in Ω∆t, we find
that the probability of not detecting any particles in the
ancilla is given by

p`1`2(0) = 1− s
〈
n`1 + n`2 + j`1`2

|J`1`2 |

〉
+O(s2), (4)

where we have introduced the effective coupling
strength s = (Ω∆t)2, and 〈· · ·〉 denotes the expectation
value with respect to ρ0. The derivation of this result is
detailed in Appendix A. As Eq. (4) shows, the leakage
of atoms out of the system is determined by the densi-
ties at the involved modes as well as by the current in
between. In the simplest case of a uniform system, the
contribution of the densities to Eq. (4) merely yields a
constant offset, while otherwise it can be accounted for
via a separate standard measurement. Alternatively, the
combination p`1`2(0) − p`2`1(0) is directly proportional
to the current since j`1`2 = −j`2`1 and the densities drop
out. The probability in Eq. (4), i.e., the fraction of ex-
perimental runs where no atoms are found in the ancilla,
may be extracted, e.g., with the help of a quantum gas
microscope [39, 40], though other methods have been de-
veloped to resolve occupation probabilities for different
sites of a superlattice [61]. We stress that it is sufficient
to be able to distinguish an empty ancilla from one with
non-vanishing population, while resolving individual oc-
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cupancies in the bosonic case can be used to enhance the
accuracy of the current measurement (see below).

In a similar vein, the ability to resolve higher or-
ders in the effective coupling s gives access to suc-
cessively higher moments of the current operator (2).
For example, as shown in Appendix A 3, from the
s2 term in Eq. (4) it is possible to extract the
expectation value of the combination (n`1 + n`2)2 +
{n`1 + n`2 , j`1`2}/|J`1`2 | + j2

`1`2
/|J`1`2 |2. To isolate the

desired second moment of the current operator 〈j2
`1`2
〉,

the anti-commutator 〈{n`1 + n`2 , j`1`2}〉 can be obtained
as a conditional expectation value of the densities fol-
lowing the coupling to the ancilla [38], while the quan-
tity 〈(n`1 + n`2)2〉 can be measured via standard density
detection. This enables access to the variance of the cur-
rent, which has been used, for instance, to characterize
the Mott-insulator–superfluid transition [26], as well as
to reveal many-body multi-valued Lissajous figures [62]
or transitions in the Aubry–André–Harper model [63].
Numerical benchmark.— We benchmark the proposed

measurement scheme at the example of a Harper–
Hofstadter model [41–43], which has successfully been
realized experimentally in optical lattice setups [44–49].
These systems and related variants host rich phase di-
agrams involving transitions between superfluid phases
with persistent currents, Laughlin states, as well as (chi-
ral) Mott-insulating phases [50–57].

Here, we focus on interacting bosons on a two-leg lad-
der in presence of an artificial magnetic field, as de-
picted in Fig. 1a. Denoting sites as ` = (`x, `y) with
`x ∈ {L,R } and `y ∈ { 0, . . . , L− 1 } labeling the lad-
der legs and rungs, respectively, this model is described
by the Hamiltonian (1) with real hopping amplitudes
along legs, J(`x,`y),(`x,`y+1) ≡ J , and complex hopping
amplitudes across rungs, J(L,`y),(R,`y) ≡ Ke−iφ`y . This
way, each lattice plaquette is pierced by an effective mag-
netic flux φ. Moreover, we consider on-site interactions
at strength U , i.e., V = U

∑
` n`(n` − 1)/2. For our

numerical benchmark, we use exact diagonalization on a
ladder of length L = 6 with N = 12 particles (unit filling)
and open boundary conditions. We focus on current de-
tection across the ground state phase diagram, although
our scheme is equally applicable to mixed states, e.g., at
finite temperatures, as well as out of equilibrium.

To characterize the ground state phases, we use the
chiral current jc = jL − jR as an order parameter, where
j`x =

∑L−2
`y=0 j(`x,`y),(`x,`y+1)/(L − 1) denotes the aver-

age current along the ladder leg `x [46]. Its behavior
across the phase diagram as resulting from our exact
diagonalization is depicted in Fig. 2a. At small K/J
and U/J , the model hosts a vortex phase, indicated by
a small value of 〈jc〉 and currents circulating around pla-
quettes in regular distances (see Fig. 1c). Upon increas-
ing K/J , the system undergoes a quantum phase tran-
sition to the Meissner phase, characterized by a large
chiral current 〈jc〉 along the ladder legs (see Fig. 1c).
This current mimics the expulsion of an external mag-
netic field, analogous to the Meissner effect in type-II
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Figure 2. Numerical benchmark of the current measurement
scheme. (a) Equilibrium phase diagram of interacting bosons
in a Harper–Hofstadter ladder, computed using exact diago-
nalization for N = 12 particles at unit filling and a magnetic
flux φ = 2π/3. At small on-site interactions U/J , the system
exhibits a transition from the vortex to the Meissner phase
upon increasing the inter-leg tunneling strength K/J , while
at larger U/J , the system enters a Mott-insulating regime.
(b) Cross section of the chiral current 〈jc〉 at U/J = 1 (grey
dashed line in panel a), in comparison with the values ex-
tracted from linear fits to the ancilla occupation probabilities
p(0) and p̃(0) = 1 − [p(1) + 2p(2)]/[1 − 2s/3]. (c) Mean cur-
rent variance ∆j2 for U/J = 1, compared with a simulated
measurement of this quantity involving quadratic and quartic
fits to p(0). (d) Probability p`1`2 (nA = 0) of not detect-
ing any particles in the ancilla as a function of the effective
coupling strength s. The current is probed in the Meissner
phase in positive flow direction for the same configuration as
in Fig. 1 (K/J = 2.5 and U/J = 1, marked by the grey cross
in panel a). The continuous and dashed lines show the predic-
tions from perturbation theory to linear and quadratic order
in s, respectively. The linear regime for p̃(0) is wider than for
p(0) due to the vanishing leading order error term, permitting
a more accurate estimate of the current.

superconductors. Although the vortex–Meissner phase
transition is continuous [52], the chiral current in our
case exhibits a jump (see Fig. 2b) due to finite-size ef-
fects. At large U/J , the system enters a Mott-insulating
regime, where any currents are suppressed. As an addi-
tional benchmark observable, we use the mean current
variance ∆j2 = N−1

link
∑
〈`,`′〉∆j2

``′/|J``′ |2, averaged over
all Nlink = 3L−2 links between nearest neighbors, where
∆j2

``′ = 〈j2
``′〉 − 〈j``′〉2 is the variance of the current be-

tween the sites ` and `′. As can be seen in Fig. 2c, this
quantity gradually decreases in the vortex phase as the
tunneling K/J across the ladder rungs becomes stronger,
until it saturates in the Meissner phase close to the value
∆j2 = 2 expected in the superfluid phase [26].
To simulate our measurement scheme, we compute the

full evolution of system plus ancilla under the Hamilto-
nian H +Hcpl during a fixed coupling time J∆t = 0.01
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for variable coupling strengths Ω. In Fig. 2d, we show
the probability p`1`2(0) as a function of s = (Ω∆t)2,
where the coupling is set up for probing a local leg
current in the Meissner phase in positive flow direction
(cf. Fig. 1). For sufficiently small values of s, the re-
sult agrees well with the analytical approximations to
linear and quadratic order in s (see Eq. (4) and Ap-
pendix A), while higher-order non-linear effects become
relevant as s increases. This behavior reflects the trade-
off between maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (large s
preferred) and minimizing the systematic errors due to
non-linearities (small s preferred). For bosons, the linear
regime can be significantly extended by resolving indi-
vidual occupation numbers. For instance, the combina-
tion p̃(0) = 1−[p(1)+2p(2)]/[1−2s/3] agrees with Eq. (4)
to linear order, while it is chosen such that the leading
error term vanishes (see Appendix A 4). As can be seen
in Fig. 2d, this quantity allows one to extract the lin-
ear slope more reliably, enabling a higher signal-to-noise
ratio.

In Fig. 2b, we compare the chiral current obtained
from a simulation of the measurement scheme with the
exact result. To this end, we have extracted all con-
stituent nearest-neighbor currents in positive flow di-
rection, where the system’s response to the coupling is
stronger. While in principle Eq. (4) allows for the ex-
trapolation to s = 0 with arbitrary precision, in practice,
a realistic signal-to-noise ratio requires a certain mini-
mum fit range ∆s (or equivalently ∆p). Figure 2b shows
the result for linear fits in the ranges ∆p = 6 % and
∆p̃ = 20 % (the latter has also been used for Fig. 1c),
which represents a satisfactory compromise between ac-
curacy and signal strength. As expected, the chiral cur-
rents extracted from p̃ agree better with the exact result.

Figure 2c shows a benchmark of the scheme for mea-
suring the mean current variance ∆j2 (for details, see
Appendix A 3). This quantity is obtained by extracting
the local variance ∆j2

`1`2
of each nearest-neighbor current

from the s2 term of the probability p`1`2(0), which for
bosons reads ∂2p`1`2(0)/∂s2

∣∣
s=0 = 〈O2

`1`2
〉 /2−〈O`1`2〉 /3

with O`1`2 = n`1 + n`2 + j`1`2/|J`1`2 |. To isolate the
quantity 〈j2

`1`2
〉, we assume that the surrounding terms

have been obtained in a separate measurement, as dis-
cussed above. Moreover, we probe the variance against
the current’s flow direction, as in this case the quadratic
part of the probability is easier to resolve at small cou-
pling strengths. In Fig. 2c, the variances have been ex-
tracted by fitting quadratic and quartic polynomials to
the probabilities in the ranges ∆p = 6 % and ∆p = 20 %,
respectively. While the quadratic fits yield reasonable es-
timates of the variances, fitting higher-order polynomials
can produce more accurate results, provided the quality
of the data is sufficiently good.

Apart from the errors due to non-linearities, faulty de-
tection of ancilla occupancies in the form of false posi-
tives or false negatives represents a principal experimen-
tal source of errors. Let α and β denote the rates of false
positives and negatives, respectively (for simplicity, we

do not distinguish different false negative probabilities).
Then, instead of Eq. (4), one obtains the modified re-
sult p′(0) = (1 − α)p(0) + βp(nA > 0). Assuming that
α and β do not depend on s, this leads to an irrelevant
offset due to α, but also to a modified slope by the factor
(1− α− β). If estimates for α and β are available, these
systematic deviations can in principle be corrected for.
Discussion.— The proposed scheme lends itself to a

variety of possible extensions. Further details to the fol-
lowing points can be found in Appendices A and B
In many applications, e.g., for characterizing ground

state phases as discussed above, one is interested in global
quantities like the chiral current. Although these can be
deduced from several independent local measurements, it
can be more efficient to simultaneously couple the rele-
vant pairs of sites each to a distinct ancilla, e.g., the inter-
mediate sites of an optical superlattice. The joint prob-
ability of not populating any ancilla then gives access to
the sum of the individual local currents in a single mea-
surement. Furthermore, generalizations of the scheme
give immediate access to loop currents around plaque-
ttes [64], which characterize chiral insulators [50, 51, 56]
and frustrated states of matter [65]. Assume for con-
creteness a system of ultracold bosons in a triangular
optical lattice [66–68]. By coupling the three sites of a
plaquette simultaneously to a central ancilla, it is possi-
ble in certain scenarios to obtain the loop current with
only two measurements. Such measurements may help to
detect the conjectured non-concomitant breaking of the
U(1) symmetry associated to magnetization and the Z2
symmetry associated to the chirality of currents [51].
Our scheme also enables the measurement of current–

current correlations in form of the anti-commutator
〈{j`1`2 , j`3`4}〉. To this end, one couples pairs of sites
(`1, `2) and (`3, `4) to a distinct ancilla each. The desired
current–current correlation then appears in the s2 term
of the probability of not finding any particles in either
ancilla.
Finally, although we have focused on applications in

cold-atom systems, the scheme can equally well be ap-
plied to other platforms, simply by an appropriate choice
of the ancillary level. For example, it enables the mea-
surement of spin currents in trapped-ion quantum sim-
ulators of magnetic models [5, 6, 12]. As detailed in
Appendix B, the ancilla is represented by a collective
vibrational mode of the ion crystal, e.g., the center-of-
mass phonon mode, which may initially reside in a ther-
mal mixed state. The ancilla can be coupled to the ef-
fective spin model under investigation via the red side-
band transition, followed by a counting of the phonon
population [69–73]. Such a setup exploiting controlled
spin–phonon coupling requires similar resources as those
to investigate the Jaynes– and Tavis–Cummings mod-
els [74, 75], cooperative Jahn–Teller effects [76], the spin-
boson model [77, 78], quantum annealing [79], or lattice
gauge theories [80, 81].
In conclusion, we have presented a versatile and acces-

sible approach for the non-invasive measurement of cur-
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rent statistics. Our numerical benchmarks at the exam-
ple of a Harper–Hofstadter ladder demonstrate its poten-
tial for revealing current patterns across the entire phase
diagram. Promising targets for our protocol include cur-
rents in chiral Mott insulators [50, 51, 56] and fractional
Hall states [53], persistent currents in ring-shaped optical
lattices [82–85], as well as local Chern markers [29, 86].
Our protocol thus provides a blueprint for characterizing
strongly correlated phases of matter in cold-atom-based
quantum simulators and beyond.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the non-invasive
measurement protocol

In this appendix, we discuss the mathematical frame-
work underlying the non-invasive current measurement
scheme presented in the main text. Using time-
dependent perturbation theory, we first derive the rel-
evant formulas for the general case of an arbitrary num-
ber of system modes coupled to one or multiple ancillary
modes. We then specialize to the protocols discussed
in the main text for measuring local and global currents,
current variances, as well as current–current correlations.

1. General derivation

We consider the general situation where an arbitrary
number of system modes is coherently coupled to one
or several of a total of M bosonic or fermionic ancillary
modes. This scenario is described by the general coupling
Hamiltonian

Hcpl =
M∑
m=1

Ωm
(
b†mAm +A†mbm

)
, (A1)

where Ωm ≥ 0 is the strength of the coupling to the m-th
ancilla with associated annihilation (creation) operators
bm (b†m). The operator

Am =
∑
`

λm`a` (A2)

is a linear combination of system annihilation operators
with (possibly complex) coefficients λm`, specifying how
the system mode ` is coupled to the m-th ancilla. The
Λ configuration described by Eq. (3) and depicted in
Fig. 1b is recovered for M = 1 if only two coefficients
λ1`1 and λ1`2 are chosen different from zero. For bosons,
the annihilation and creation operators satisfy canonical
commutation relations,[

αi, βj
]

=
[
α†i , β

†
j

]
= 0, (A3a)[

αi, β
†
j

]
= δαβδij , (A3b)

while for fermions, they fulfill canonical anti-
commutation relations,{

αi, βj
}

=
{
α†i , β

†
j

}
= 0, (A4a){

αi, β
†
j

}
= δαβδij , (A4b)

where α, β ∈ {a, b} and δij denotes the Kronecker delta.
Let ρ0 denote the quantum state of the system under

investigation. This may be the ground state of a Hamil-
tonian, as considered in the numerical benchmarks in the
main text, a thermal state, or a state obtained after some
unitary evolution. We assume all ancillas to be initially in
their respective vacuum states, such that when the cou-
pling is turned on, the combined state of system and an-
cilla is given by the product state ρ = ρ0⊗|0 · · · 0〉〈0 · · · 0|
(see Appendix B 2 for generalizations to mixed initial
states of the ancilla). The coupling is applied as a short
pulse of duration ∆t, which we assume to be sufficiently
short compared to all other relevant time scales. It
is then permissible to assume that the system evolves
solely under the coupling Hamiltonian (A1) during the
period ∆t. Within these approximations, the coupling
pulse can have an arbitrary shape f(t), normalized such
that

∫∆t
0 dt f(t) = ∆t. The time evolution during the

coupling is governed by the von Neumann equation

ρ̇(t) = −i [f(t)Hcpl, ρ(t)] . (A5)

Thus, the state of system plus ancilla after the coupling
is given by

ρ′ ≡ e−iHcpl∆tρeiHcpl∆t. (A6)

We are interested in the joint probabil-
ity P (n1, . . . , nM ) of finding n1 particles in the
first ancilla, n2 particles in the second ancilla, and so
on. This probability can be expressed with the help
of the projector Pn1...nM

= 1 ⊗ |n1 · · ·nM 〉〈n1 · · ·nM |
as P (n1, . . . , nM ) = Tr(Pn1...nM

ρ′). If the coupling
strengths Ωm are sufficiently weak, we can expand the
exponentials in Eq. (A6) to approximate this quantity
perturbatively, yielding
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P (n1, . . . , nM ) = δn10 · · · δnM 0 −
1
2∆t2 Tr

[
Pn1...nM

(
H2

cplρ+ ρH2
cpl − 2HcplρHcpl

)]
+ 1

24∆t4 Tr
[
Pn1...nM

(
H4

cplρ+ ρH4
cpl + 6H2

cplρH2
cpl − 4H3

cplρHcpl − 4HcplρH3
cpl
)]

+O(∆t6).
(A7)

Note that since Tr(Pn1...nM
HpcplρH

q
cpl) = 0 if p + q is

odd, only even orders in ∆t contribute. Up to quartic
order in ∆t, the probability that more than two par-
ticles are found in ancillary modes vanishes. In what
follows, we therefore focus on the probability P0 =
Tr(P0...0ρ

′) of not populating any ancilla, the probabil-
ity P

(m)
1 = Tr(b†mP0...0bmρ

′) of finding a single parti-

cle in the m-th ancilla (while all others are empty), the
probability P (m1,m2)

2 = Tr(b†m1
b†m2
P0...0bm2bm1ρ

′) of de-
tecting one particle in two distinct ancillas m1 and m2
each, and the probability P (m)

2 = Tr[(b†m)2P0...0b
2
mρ
′]/2

of a double occupancy of the m-th ancilla (which can be
non-zero for bosons only). After some algebra, using the
(anti-)commutation relations (A3) and (A4), we find

P0 = 1−
M∑
m=1

sm
〈
A†mAm

〉
+

M∑
m,k=1

smsk

〈
1
3A
†
mAmA

†
kAk + 1

6A
†
mA
†
kAkAm

〉
+O(s3), (A8a)

P
(m)
1 = sm

〈
A†mAm

〉
− sm

M∑
k=1

sk

〈
1
6
{
A†mAm, A

†
kAk

}
+ 2

3A
†
mA
†
kAkAm

〉
+O(s3), (A8b)

P
(m1,m2)
2 = sm1sm2

〈
A†m1

A†m2
Am2Am1

〉
+O(s3), (A8c)

P
(m)
2 = 1

2s
2
m

〈(
A†m
)2
A2
m

〉
+O(s3). (A8d)

Here, sm = (Ωm∆t)2 and 〈· · ·〉 = Tr(· · · ρ0) de-
notes the expectation value with respect to the system
state ρ0. Note that for fermions, the expectation val-
ues 〈A†mA

†
kAkAm〉 vanish for m = k due to the anti-

commutation relations (A4), in accordance with the Pauli
exclusion principle. It is easy to verify that the probabil-
ities in Eq. (A8) correctly sum to unity,

P0 +
∑
m

P
(m)
1 +

∑
m1<m2

P
(m1,m2)
2 +

∑
m

P
(m)
2 = 1 +O(s3).

(A9)

2. Currents

We now discuss how the general scheme derived in
Appendix A 1 can be applied to measure currents. In
essence, this can be achieved by an appropriate choice of
the operators Am defined in Eq. (A2).

In the most basic case, only one coefficient λm` is dif-
ferent from zero, i.e., only a single mode is coupled to
one particular ancilla. Measuring the probabilities in
Eq. (A8) then gives access to densities, their variances,
as well as density–density correlations [38].

To access currents, at least two modes must be coupled
to the same ancilla with appropriately chosen phases.
Consider the scenario of two modes `1 and `2 coupled
to a single ancilla (M = 1), as depicted in Fig. 1b. This
setup is obtained from Eq. (A2) by setting λ`1 = eiθ`1 ,

λ`2 = eiθ`2 , and all others zero. According to Eq. (A8a),
the probability p`1`2(0) of finding the ancilla empty is
then given by

p`1`2(0) = 1− s
〈
(A†A)`1`2

〉
+O(s2) (A10)

with

(A†A)`1`2 = n`1 + n`2

+ ei(θ`2−θ`1 )a†`1
a`2 + e−i(θ`2−θ`1 )a†`2

a`1 . (A11)

Choosing θ`2 − θ`1 = φ`1`2 − π/2, we obtain (A†A)`1`2 =
n`1 + n`2 + j`1`2 , where φ`1`2 = arg(J`1`2) is the Peierls
phase associated with the hopping amplitude J`1`2 in the
Hamiltonian (1) and j`1`2 is the current operator defined
in Eq. (2). Equation (A10) then reduces to the result
in Eq. (4), giving access to the expectation value of the
current 〈j`1`2〉.
In fact, the freedom to adjust the phase difference

θ`2 − θ`1 enables access to both quadratures of the oper-
ator a†`1

a`2 . For example, the choice θ`1 = θ`2 yields the
correlator 〈a†`1

a`2 + a†`2
a`1〉, which can be useful, e.g., for

probing superfluidity [87].
As discussed in the main text, the expectation val-

ues of the densities in Eq. (A11) can be obtained in a
separate independent measurement, and their values can
be subtracted from the measured probability p`1`2(0) to
extract the expectation value of the current. As an al-
ternative, one can conduct an independent ancilla-based
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measurement of the probability p`2`1(0). This exchange
of the indices `1 and `2 does not affect the densities in
Eq. (A11), but reverses the sign of the current. Thus, it
is possible to extract the current according to

〈j`1`2〉
|J`1`2 |

= ∂

∂s

[
p`1`2(0)− p`2`1(0)

2

] ∣∣∣∣
s=0

. (A12)

Since to linear order in s only single occupancies of
the ancilla contribute, we have p`1`2(1) = 1 − p`1`2(0),
and therefore the same information as in Eq. (A10) is
contained in the expectation value of the ancilla popula-
tion 〈nA〉`1`2

= p`1`2(1) +O(s2).
Depending on the sign of the current, the system re-

acts more or less sensitive to the coherent coupling (cf.
Figs. 3a and 3b). This feature has the consequence that
for positive currents, the effective perturbation strength s
required to achieve a certain change of the ancilla occu-
pation probability is much smaller than for negative cur-
rents. Nonetheless, the scheme yields comparable per-
formance for measuring currents in either direction, al-
lowing one to choose the configuration that best fits the
experimental characteristics.

3. Current variances

Resolving the probabilities in Eq. (A8) to next-to-
leading order gives access to higher moments involving
the current operator, from which the variance of cur-
rent can be extracted. In what follows, we illustrate
this possibility for the scenario of two modes `1 and `2
coupled to a single ancilla (see Fig. 1b). We further
choose the phases as discussed below Eq. (A11), such
that (A†A)`1`2 = n`1 + n`2 + j`1`2/|J`1`2 | (from now on,
we omit the subscripts `1 and `2 where there is no ambi-
guity). For the special case of a single ancilla, the general
expressions in Eq. (A8) simplify to

p(B)(0) = 1− s
〈
A†A

〉
+ s2

〈
1
3(A†A)2 + 1

6(A†)2A2
〉
,

(A13a)

p(B)(1) = s
〈
A†A

〉
− s2

〈
1
3(A†A)2 + 2

3(A†)2A2
〉
,

(A13b)

p(B)(2) = 1
2s

2 〈(A†)2A2〉 , (A13c)

for bosons, and

p(F)(0) = 1− s
〈
A†A

〉
+ 1

3s
2 〈(A†A)2〉 , (A14a)

p(F)(1) = s
〈
A†A

〉
− 1

3s
2 〈(A†A)2〉 , (A14b)

for fermions. (For conciseness of the formulas, here and
in what follows we implicitly consider the expressions for
the probabilities as perturbative approximations valid up
to second order in s, unless stated otherwise).

The relevant quantity for extracting the variance of the
current ∆j2

`1`2
= 〈j2

`1`2
〉 − 〈j`1`2〉

2 is

(A†A)2
`1`2

= (n`1 + n`2)2 + 1
|J`1`2 |

{n`1 + n`2 , j`1`2}

+
j2
`1`2

|J`1`2 |2
.

(A15)

For fermions, this combination is immediately accessi-
ble from Eq. (A14a) as ∂2p(F)(0)/∂s2

∣∣
s=0. However, for

bosons, the s2 coefficient in Eq. (A13a) contains an ad-
ditional term 〈(A†)2A2〉. This contribution can be ac-
counted for via an independent measurement of one of
the probabilities p(B)(1) or p(B)(2). It is then possible to
eliminate the contribution due to 〈(A†)2A2〉 by forming
suitable linear combinations, e.g.,

p(B)(0)− p
(B)(2)

3 = 1−s
〈
A†A

〉
+ 1

3s
2 〈(A†A)2〉 . (A16)

Alternatively, Eq. (A13a) can be simplified using the
commutation relations (A3). For the coupling setup un-
der consideration, we have [A,A†] = 2, yielding

p(B)(0) = 1− s
〈
A†A

〉
+ s2

〈
1
2(A†A)2 − 1

3A
†A

〉
,

(A17a)

p(B)(1) = s
〈
A†A

〉
− s2

〈
(A†A)2 − 4

3A
†A

〉
, (A17b)

p(B)(2) = s2
〈

1
2(A†A)2 −A†A

〉
. (A17c)

The quantity 〈(A†A)2〉 can thus be obtained from the
s2 term of either of the above probabilites if the value of
〈A†A〉, corresponding to the linear coefficient of p(B)(0)
or p(B)(1), is known.
In order to isolate the second moment of the current

operator 〈j2
`1`2
〉 from Eq. (A15), knowledge of the other

two terms is required. The density–density correlator
〈(n`1 + n`2)2〉 is typically directly accessible, for instance,
in quantum gas microscopes [39, 40]. The contribution
due to the density–current anti-commutator can be elim-
inated by conducting an additional ancilla-based mea-
surement with the indices `1 and `2 exchanged. Since
the densities in Eq. (A15) are symmetric under this ex-
change, while the current is anti-symmetric, we have

(A†A)2
`1`2

+ (A†A)2
`2`1

2 = (n`1 + n`2)2 +
j2
`1`2

|J`1`2 |2
. (A18)

Alternatively, the quantity {n`1 + n`2 , j`1`2} can be ob-
tained as a conditional expectation value in the following
way [38]. Given that after the coupling nA particles are
detected in the ancilla, according to Lüders’ rule [88],
the state of the system conditioned on this measurement
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outcome reads

ρ′nA
= PnAρ

′PnA

p(nA) , (A19)

where PnA = 1 ⊗ |nA〉〈nA| is the projector on the sub-
space with nA particles in the ancilla, and p(nA) =
Tr(PnAρ

′) is the probability of detecting nA particles in
the ancilla. From Eq. (A6), we find that the conditional
state for nA = 0, to leading order in s, is given by

ρ′nA=0 = ρ0 − s
(

1
2
{
A†A, ρ0

}
−
〈
A†A

〉
ρ0

)
, (A20)

where we have omitted the ancilla state. A measurement
of an observable O with respect to this state yields the
conditional expectation value

Tr
(
Oρ′nA=0

)
= 〈O〉 − s

(
1
2
〈{
O,A†A

}〉
− 〈O〉

〈
A†A

〉)
.

(A21)
Thus, measuring the observable O = n1 + n2, post-
selected on the condition that no particle is detected in
the ancilla, gives access to the desired density–current
anti-commutator in Eq. (A15).

All in all, the variance of the current ∆j2
`1`2

= 〈j2
`1`2
〉−

〈j`1`2〉
2 can be extracted by resolving the probabilities in

Eqs. (A13) and (A14) to quadratic order in s, combined
with suitable auxiliary measurements.

As shown in Fig. 3, the performance of the scheme
varies depending on the direction in which the variance
is probed. As for positive currents the quantity 〈(A†A)2〉
is larger (see Fig. 3e), this quantity needs to be ex-
tracted more accurately to get the desired expectation
value 〈j2

`1`2
〉 with a given precision than it is the case

for negative currents. In addition, since the linear coeffi-
cient 〈A†A〉 is smaller for negative currents (see Fig. 3c),
the quadratic regime is easier to resolve when probing the
current in this direction (cf. Figs. 3a and 3b). For these
reasons, it is preferable to probe the variance against the
flow direction of the current (see Fig. 3f).

4. Enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio

An inherent difficulty typical of non-invasive measure-
ment protocols is the low signal-to-noise ratio. This is
because these protocols rely on the assumption that the
coupling between system and ancilla is weak. As a con-
sequence, the formulas in Eq. (A8) for extracting cur-
rents are valid only in the linear regime. Thus, it can
be challenging for an experiment, on the one hand, to
make the coupling sufficiently weak to access the linear
regime, and, on the other hand, to obtain a reasonably
strong signal.

Increasing the coupling strength beyond the linear
regime leads to a systematic deviation of the measured
values. As can be seen in Eqs. (A8a) and (A8b), the lin-
ear and the quadratic terms have opposite signs. Thus,
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Figure 3. Performance of the scheme for measuring cur-
rents and their variances in positive and negative flow di-
rection. (a, b) Probability p

(±)
`1`2

of not detecting any par-
ticles in the ancilla as a function of the effective coupling
strength s = (Ω∆t)2 for a bosonic ladder with rung hop-
ping strength K/J = 2.5 (dashed vertical lines in central
and lower panels), on-site interaction U/J = 1, and magnetic
flux φ = 2π/3. The lattice sites `1 = (R, 2) and `2 = (R, 3)
are coupled such that the current is probed in positive (+)
or negative (−) flow direction. The numerically computed
probabilities are compared to the analytical predictions in
Eq. (A17) to linear (L) and quadratic (Q) order in s. To
extract the first and second moment of the current operator,
we fit, respectively, linear and quadratic polynomials to p(±)

`1`2
in the ranges ∆p = 5 % (1) and ∆p = 10 % (2), as marked
by the dotted vertical lines. For negative currents (b), the
system responds less strong to the coupling, making the lin-
ear and quadratic orders in s easier to distinguish than for
positive currents (a). (c) The expectation value of the op-
erator A†A = n`1 + n`2 + j`1`2/|J`1`2 | extracted from the
linear fits (L(±)

1 and L(±)
2 ) tends to underestimate the ex-

act result (L(±)). (d) Currents computed from the values of
〈A†A〉 in (c). The magnitudes of the currents are system-
atically underestimated (overestimated) for measurements in
positive (negative) flow direction. (e, f) While the values
of 〈(A†A)2〉 (e) extracted from the quadratic fits (Q(±)

1 and
Q(±)

2 ) deviate only little from the exact result (Q(±)), the
derived second moments of the current operator 〈j2

`1`2〉 (f)
exhibit large errors for those values based on p(+). Conse-
quently, p(−) is preferred for measuring current variances.
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the magnitude of the linear slope is typically underesti-
mated in a linear fit, which leads to a systematic under-
estimation (overestimation) of the magnitudes of positive
(negative) currents, as exemplified in Fig. 3d. The accu-
racy of the measurement may therefore be improved by
combining measurements in positive and negative flow di-
rection. For bosons, the range of the linear regime can in
general self-consistently be assessed using the condition
that at most a single particle is detected in the ancilla,
as higher occupancies can only stem from non-linear pro-
cesses.

Nonetheless, it is possible to mitigate the error due to
non-linearities using knowledge about higher occupation
probabilites. This works, naturally, only for bosons, as
for fermions, p(0) and p(1) contain the same information
due to the Pauli exclusion principle.

To eliminate the leading order error term in Eq. (A10),
we exploit the fact that the quantities 〈(A†A)2〉 and
〈A†A〉 appear with different coefficients in the s2 terms
of the probabilities (A17). This can be achieved by con-
sidering the combinations p(1)+2p(2) or 2−2p(0)−p(1),
yielding

p(1) + 2p(2)
1− 2s/3 = s

〈
A†A

〉
+O(s3). (A22)

As shown in Fig. 2d, this quantity exhibits a significantly
extended linear regime, allowing one to operate at higher
signal-to-noise ratios, which ultimately leads to a more
accurate measurement.

5. Current–current correlations

Measuring the probabilities in Eq. (A8) to quadratic
order in s gives access to current–current correlations.
In what follows, we discuss this possibility for correla-
tions 〈j`1`2j`3`4〉 of the current operators j`1`2 and j`3`4

between two pairs of modes (`1, `2) and (`3, `4), each cou-
pled to a different ancilla. The coupling operators in
Eq. (A2) then read A1,`1`2 = eiθ1`1a`1 + eiθ1`2a`2 and
A2,`3`4 = eiθ2`3a`3 + eiθ2`4a`4 , respectively. For each pair
of modes, the phases θm` are chosen such that A†1A1 =
n`1 +n`2 +j`1`2/|J`1`2 | and A

†
2A2 = n`3 +n`4 +j`3`4/|J`3`4 |

(cf. Appendix A 2).
We first discuss the case where the modes `j with

j = 1, . . . , 4 are all distinct. Then, the operators A1 and
A2 (anti-)commute for bosons (fermions), and Eq. (A8a)
simplifies to

p`1`2,`3`4(0, 0) = 1 + [p`1`2(0)− 1]
+ [p`3`4(0)− 1] + s1s2

〈
A†1A1A

†
2A2

〉
. (A23)

Here, the probabilities p``′(0) are given by Eq. (A13a) or
Eq. (A14a), obtained by coupling a pair of modes (`, `′)

to a single ancilla. The cross term

A†1A1A
†
2A2 = (n`1 + n`2) (n`3 + n`4) + j`1`2j`3`4

|J`1`2J`3`4 |

+ 1
|J`3`4 |

(n`1 + n`2) j`3`4 + 1
|J`1`2 |

j`1`2 (n`3 + n`4)

(A24)
contains the desired current–current correlator. To iso-
late it, one can pursue similar strategies as in Ap-
pendix A3. That is, one can measure the surrounding
density–density correlations and density–current correla-
tions independently, where the latter can be obtained as
conditional expectation values. As an alternative, due
to the symmetries of the densities and the currents with
respect to exchanging the indices, the combination

1
4 [p`1`2,`3`4 − p`2`1,`3`4 − p`1`2,`4`3 + p`2`1,`4`3 ] (0, 0)

= s1s2 〈j`1`2j`3`4〉 (A25)
gives direct access to the current–current correlator.
If not all coupled modes are distinct, the procedure is

more involved due to the non-commutativity of the as-
sociated operators. We elucidate this circumstance for
current–current correlations between two adjacent sites,
corresponding to `2 = `3 and `1 6= `4. Then, applying
the (anti-)commutation relations [A1, A

†
2] = ei(θ1`2−θ2`2 )

({A1, A
†
2} = ei(θ1`2−θ2`2 )) for bosons (fermions) to

Eq. (A8a), we find

p`1`2,`2`4(0, 0) = 1 + [p`1`2(0)− 1] + [p`2`4(0)− 1]

+ s1s2

(
1
2
〈{
A†1A1, A

†
2A2

}〉
− 1

6R`1`2,`2`4

)
. (A26)

with
R`1`2,`2`4 =

〈
ei(θ1`2−θ2`2 )A†1A2 + h.c.

〉
= 〈j`1`2〉
|J`1`2 |

+ 2 〈n`2〉+ 〈j`2`4〉
|J`2`4 |

−
〈
ei(φ`1`2 +φ`2`4 )a†`1

a`4 + h.c.
〉
.

(A27)

The last term in R`1`2,`2`4 can in principle be obtained
by directly coupling the sites `1 and `4 to a single an-
cilla with appropriately chosen phases. However, it may
be more practicable to eliminate this contribution all to-
gether by considering instead the combination

p`1`2,`3`4(0, 0)− 1
3p`1`2,`3`4(1, 1)

= 1 + [p`1`2(0)− 1] + [p`3`4(0)− 1]

+ 1
3s1s2

〈{
A†1A1, A

†
2A2

}〉
.

(A28)

The last term{
A†1A1, A

†
2A2

}
= {n`1 + n`2 , n`2 + n`4}+

{j`1`2 , j`2`4}
|J`1`2J`2`4 |

+ 1
|J`2`4 |

{n`1 + n`2 , j`2`4}+ 1
|J`1`2 |

{n`2 + n`4 , j`1`2}

(A29)
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1 2

3

A

Figure 4. Coupling scheme for the measurement of loop cur-
rents. Under geometric frustration, cold atoms in optical lat-
tices can assume patterns of chiral symmetry breaking with
persistent loop currents (indicated by the circular arrows).
By coupling a given plaquette, spanned by the sites 1, 2, and
3, to a central ancilla (A), it is possible in certain scenarios
to extract the loop current with only two measurements.

then contains the desired current–current correla-
tor 〈{j`1`2 , j`2`4}〉, which can be isolated in a similar way
as discussed before. Note that compared to Eq. (A24),
the anti-commutator appears here since the operators
j`1`2 and j`2`4 do not commute. The ability to simultane-
ously measure observables that are incompatible accord-
ing to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is a typical
feature of non-invasive measurement protocols.

6. Loop currents

The current measurement scheme can also be applied
to detect persistent loop currents around lattice plaque-
ttes, which arise, for example, as a consequence of chiral
symmetry breaking in frustrated systems [65–68]. By
coupling all sites spanning a plaquette simultaneously to
the same ancilla, the number of measurements required
to obtain the loop current can in some cases be reduced
in comparison to separate measurements of the involved
nearest-neighbor currents.

We illustrate this possibility for the triangular lattice
depicted in Fig. 4. The goal is to extract the expectation
value of the loop current operator around a plaquette,

j4 = j12 + j23 + j31. (A30)

To this end, the three lattice sites forming a plaquette

are coupled to a central ancilla via the coupling operator

A = r1eiθ1a1 + r2eiθ2a2 + r3eiθ3a3. (A31)

Here, we choose the magnitudes of the couplings accord-
ing to

r1 =

√
ζ12ζ31

ζ23
, r2 =

√
ζ12ζ23

ζ31
, r3 =

√
ζ23ζ31

ζ12
,

(A32)
where ζ``′ = |J``′ |/J denotes the magnitude of the hop-
ping amplitude J``′ , relative to some arbitrary energy
scale J > 0. To obtain the correct Peierls phases φ``′ =
arg(J``′) of the currents, it is desirable to choose the
phases of the couplings as

θ2 − θ1 = φ12 − α (mod 2π), (A33a)
θ3 − θ2 = φ23 − β (mod 2π), (A33b)
θ1 − θ3 = φ31 − γ (mod 2π). (A33c)

However, by summing these equations, one can see that
the angles α, β, and γ cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but
they must satisfy the constraint

α+ β + γ (mod 2π) = Φ, (A34)

where Φ = φ12 +φ23 +φ31 (mod 2π) is the effective mag-
netic flux through the plaquette. We then obtain

A†A = r2
1n1 + r2

2n2 + r2
3n3

+ 1
J

[cos(α)c12 + cos(β)c23 + cos(γ)c31]

+ 1
J

[sin(α)j12 + sin(β)j23 + sin(γ)j31] ,

(A35)

where c``′ = J``′a†`a`′ + J∗``′a
†
`′a` denotes the correlator

between the sites ` and `′.
For a magnetic flux Φ = ±π/2, one can choose α = β =

γ = ∓π/2, such that all correlators vanish and Eq. (A35)
directly gives access to the loop current (A30). An-
other important special case is the fully frustrated con-
figuration with Φ = ±π. Then, one measurement with
α = β = γ = ±π/3 yieldsA†A = n4+c4/2J±

√
3j4/2J ,

and a second one with α = β = γ = ±π gives
A†A = n4 − c4/J , where c4 = c12 + c23 + c31 and
n4 = r2

1n1 +r2
2n2 +r2

3n3. From these two measurements,
and possibly an additional standard measurement of the
densities, one can readily extract j4. This constitutes an
advantage over individual measurements of the involved
nearest-neighbor currents, where at least three ancilla-
based measurements (plus additional standard measure-
ments of the density) are required.
For general phases φ``′ , consistent choices of α, β, and

γ are not possible due to the constraint (A34), such that
additional measurements can become necessary to isolate
the desired loop current. If one is, however, interested
in currents in the laboratory frame, the relevant current
operator

j
(lab)
``′ = −i|J``′ |

(
a†`1

a`2 − a
†
`2
a`1

)
, (A36)
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does not involve Peierls phases. This situation corre-
sponds to a measurement with Φ = 0, which permits
the choices α = β = γ = 2π/3, yielding A†A =
n4 − c

(lab)
4 /2J +

√
3j(lab)
4 /2J , and α = β = γ = 0,

giving A†A = n4 + c
(lab)
4 /J . This combination allows

the extraction of the loop current (A36) with only two
ancilla-based measurements, independent of the effective
magnetic flux in the co-moving frame.

7. Global current statistics

So far, we have focused the discussion on local cur-
rents such as nearest-neighbor or loop currents, as well
as current–current correlations involving two pairs of
modes. Beyond these basic building blocks, the scheme
can immediately be extended to more general observables
involving multiple local currents, e.g., currents through
or into a given lattice site. In some situations, one is even
interested in global currents like the chiral current used in
the main text to characterize the ground state phases of
bosons in a Harper–Hofstadter ladder. Although global
currents can be calculated from a summation of local
ones, it can be more efficient to measure the global quan-
tity of interest directly. Furthermore, in setups without
single-site addressing, only global quantities are typically
accessible.

Within the framework of our non-invasive measure-
ment protocol, the sum of arbitrary local currents can
be obtained directly by simultaneously coupling the rel-
evant pairs of modes each to a distinct ancilla, located,
for instance, at the intermediate sites of an optical su-
perlattice. According to Eq. (A8a), to linear order in s,
the probability of not populating any ancilla then gives
access to the desired sum of local currents, while the cor-
responding variance can be extracted from the quadratic
order in s.

In what follows, we discuss this scenario for a measure-
ment of the chiral current in a Harper–Hofstadter ladder
(see main text). We consider a total of M = 2L ancillas
located midway between the system lattice sites on the
ladder legs. They are labeled by the index m = (mx,my)
withmx ∈ {L,R } andmy ∈ { 0, . . . , L− 1 }+1/2, where
we consider periodic boundary conditions for ease of no-
tation. The ancilla (mx = `x,my = ly + 1/2) is then
coupled to the lattice sites (lx, ly) and (lx, ly + 1), and
the phases are chosen (see Appendix A 2) such that

(A†A)(L,`y+1/2) = n(L,`y) + n(L,`y+1)

+ 1
J
j(L,`y),(L,`y+1),

(A37a)

(A†A)(R,`y+1/2) = n(R,`y) + n(R,`y+1)

− 1
J
j(R,`y),(R,`y+1).

(A37b)

For simplicity, we assume the hopping amplitudes
along the ladder legs to be of equal magnitude J ≡

|J(lx,ly),(lx,ly±1)|, although spatial anisotropies in the
hopping amplitudes can be accounted for by adjusting
the relative magnitudes of the coefficients λm` in Eq. (A2)
appropriately (cf. Appendix A6. This configuration then
yields ∑

m

A†mAm = L

J
jc + 2N, (A38)

where the chiral current operator for periodic boundary
conditions reads

jc = 1
L

L−1∑
ly=0

[
j(L,`y),(L,`y+1) − j(R,`y),(R,`y+1)

]
, (A39)

and N =
∑
` n` is the total particle number operator,

which reduces to a constant when working in a subspace
with a fixed number of particles. The probability of not
finding any particles in any ancilla (A8a) thus becomes

P0 = 1− s
〈
L

J
jc + 2N

〉
+O(s2) (A40)

with s ≡ sm = (Ωm∆t)2, giving access to the chiral
current 〈jc〉.
By resolving this probability up to quadratic order

in s, it is possible to also obtain the variance of the chi-
ral current ∆j2

c = 〈j2
c 〉 − 〈jc〉

2. To eliminate the terms
〈A†mA

†
kAkAm〉 in Eq. (A8a), it is convenient to consider

the quantity P0 − P2/3, where

P2 = 1
2
∑

m1 6=m2

P
(m1,m2)
2 +

∑
m

P
(m)
2 (A41)

is the probability of finding two particles in ancillary
modes all together. We then obtain, up to quadratic
order in s, the result

P0 −
1
3P2 = 1− s

∑
m

〈
A†mAm

〉
+ 1

3s
2
〈(∑

m

A†mAm

)2〉
= 1− s

〈
L

J
jc + 2N

〉
+ 1

3s
2
〈(

L

J
jc + 2N

)2〉
,

(A42)

from which the variance of the chiral current can be ex-
tracted in a similar way as described in Appendix A 3.
Such a global measurement using multiple ancillas can
be much more efficient than measuring the constituent
local currents and pairwise current–current correlations
individually.

Appendix B: Trapped-ion implementation

In this appendix, we discuss how to implement our
non-invasive current measurement protocol in trapped-
ion platforms. To this end, we first specify the class of
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Hamiltonians as well as the type of currents we intend
to investigate. We then present a possible implementa-
tion of the measurement scheme, where a collective vi-
brational mode plays the role of the ancilla. Unlike in
our previous discussion, where we assumed the ancilla to
be empty, we consider the ancillary collective mode to
be thermally occupied, which is a common scenario in
trapped-ion systems. We present a generalization of the
measurement scheme adapted to this setup, and discuss
how to harness standard tools of trapped-ion experiments
in order to measure the desired currents in these systems.

1. Spin Hamiltonian and current operator

Trapped-ion quantum simulation experiments enable
controlled studies of interacting systems of spins [5, 6, 12]
as well as bosons [89, 90]. Though our scheme is general,
we focus here on quantum simulation experiments for
spin-1/2 degrees of freedom, which in trapped ions can be
represented by two internal electronic states. By coupling
to the collective vibrational modes of the ion crystal, it is
possible to engineer generic spin Hamiltonians of Heisen-
berg type [91], in particular also those with isotropic
spin–spin interaction in x- and y-direction [23, 25]. The
corresponding Hamiltonian is given by

H = −
∑
` 6=`′

J``′S+
` S
−
`′ + V. (B1)

Here, S±` = Sx` ± iS
y
` are the spin raising and lowering

operators at site `, defined in terms of the local spin-
1/2 operators Sα` with α ∈ {x, y, z }, and J``′ = J∗`′`
are the (possibly complex [58]) interaction constants in
x- and y-direction. Furthermore, the term V represents
a possible spin–spin interaction in z-direction, which can
be engineered using additional phononic modes [91]. Im-
portant special cases of the Hamiltonian (B1) include the
XY model (J``′ = J∗``′ and V = 0) or the XXZ model
(J``′ = J∗``′ and V = −

∑
``′ Jz``′Sz`S

z
`′), both of which

are ubiquitous in many areas of physics and constitute
paradigm models for strongly correlated materials [92–
94]. By virtue of the Holstein–Primakoff transforma-
tion [95], this Hamiltonian maps to the one in Eq. (1)
in the limit of hard-core bosons, by identifying the op-
erators S+

` = al, S−` = a†l , and Sz` = 1/2 − n`. In this
mapping, the spin states |↑〉 and |↓〉 correspond to the
bosonic vacuum |0〉 and the single excited state |1〉, re-
spectively.

An important property of the Hamiltonian (B1) is the
conservation of the total magnetization in z-direction,
giving rise to the local continuity equation

d
dtS

z
` +

∑
`′ 6=`

j``′ = 0, (B2)

where j``′ is the spin current operator from site ` to `′.
As in the case of soft-core bosons discussed in the main

text, the form of the current operator can be derived by
comparing Eq. (B2) to the Heisenberg equation of motion

d
dtS

z
` = −i [Sz` ,H] . (B3)

Using the commutation relations[
Sz` , S

±
`′

]
= ±δ``′S±` , (B4a)[

S+
` , S

−
`′

]
= 2δ``′Sz` , (B4b)

we find

j``′ = −i
(
J``′S+

` S
−
`′ − J∗``′S+

`′S
−
`

)
, (B5)

in complete analogy to Eq. (2).

2. Measurement protocol

To implement the current measurement scheme in a
trapped-ion system, we propose using collective vibra-
tional modes of the ion crystal as ancillas. Here, we
consider the case of a single ancilla corresponding to a
certain mode of an orthogonal set of phonon modes, e.g.,
the center-of-mass mode. As before, we represent the an-
cilla by the bosonic annihilation and creation operators
b and b†. Through an appropriate choice of the laser de-
tunings, the ions can be coupled to this specific mode via
the red sideband Hamiltonian [96]

Hcpl = 1
2
∑
`

ΩR
` η`

(
S+
` be

−iϕ` + S−` b
†eiϕ`

)
. (B6)

Here, ΩR
` is the (Raman) Rabi frequency, η` is the Lamb–

Dicke parameter, and ϕ` is the phase of the coupling to
the `-th ion, respectively. This Hamiltonian has the same
form as the general coupling Hamiltonian in Eq. (A1)
with A =

∑
` λ`S

−
` and λ` = ΩR

` η`eiϕ`/2Ω, where Ω is
the overall strength of the coupling pulse in Eq. (A1)
(M = 1).
For an ancilla that is initially in its motional ground

state, the results in Eq. (A8) immediately carry over to
the trapped-ion case. Such a situation can be achieved
thanks to the efficient cooling of trapped-ion phonon
modes [96–100]. In addition, phonon heating is typically
much slower than the coherent coupling pulses we are in-
terested in here [101]. Nevertheless, in practice it may be
desirable to relax the requirement of cooling the relevant
phonon modes exactly to their motional ground states.
Therefore, we consider here the more general case of an
ancilla that is initially in the mixed state

ρA =
∞∑
n=0

pn|n〉〈n|, (B7)

where pn is the occupation probability of the n-th excited
phonon state. The precise distribution pn is unimpor-
tant for the following discussion, but we require it to be
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quasistationary within the coupling duration ∆t. This
includes the common scenario of a thermal state, i.e.,
pn ≡ pn(T ) = e−nω/T /Z, where ω is the frequency of the
ancillary (center-of-mass) mode and Z = (1 − e−ω/T )−1

is the partition sum in a canonical ensemble at tempera-
ture T (here and in what follows, we set kB = 1).

As before, we assume that when the coupling is turned
on, the total state of system plus ancilla is given by a
product state, ρ = ρ0 ⊗ ρA. Proceeding in an analogous
way as in Appendix A 1, we find that, to leading order
in the effective coupling s = (Ω∆t)2, the probability of
detecting n phonons in the ancilla reads

P (n) = pn − s [(n+ 1) pn − npn−1]
〈
A†A

〉
− s [npn − (n+ 1) pn+1]

〈
AA†

〉
.

(B8)

For a thermal state with T � ω, implying pn ≈ δn0, we
recover the result in Eq. (A10). According to Eq. (B8),
the expectation values 〈A†A〉 and 〈AA†〉 can be extracted
by measuring how the phonon distribution has changed
after the coupling with respect to the original (thermal)
distribution. Counting the phonon population is a com-
mon tool in modern trapped-ion experiments [69–73].

To access the current (B5) between two ions `1 and `2,
we choose only those couplings in Eq. (B6) corresponding
to `1 and `2 different from zero, i.e.,

A = eiθ`1S−`1
+ eiθ`2S−`2

. (B9)

The required single-site addressing is typically available
in state-of-the art trapped-ion quantum-simulation ex-
periments [24, 25]. The measurement scheme then gives
access to the general combination

A†A = S+
`1
S−`1

+ S+
`2
S−`2

+ ei(θ`2−θ`1 )S+
`1
S−`2

+ e−i(θ`2−θ`1 )S+
`2
S−`1

.
(B10)

By choosing the phases of the coupling such that
θ`2 − θ`1 = φ`1`2 − π/2, where φ`1`2 = arg(J`1`2), and
using S+

` S
−
` = Sz` + 1/2, we obtain

A†A = 1+ Sz`1
+ Sz`2

+ j`1`2

|J`1`2 |
. (B11)

For the coupling operator (B9), the commutation rela-
tions (B4) imply [A,A†] = −2(Sz`1

+Sz`2
), from which we

conclude

AA† = 1− Sz`1
− Sz`2

+ j`1`2

|J`1`2 |
. (B12)

Inserting these expressions into Eq. (B8), we arrive at

p`1`2(n) = pn − s
[
αn

(
1 + 〈j`1`2〉
|J`1`2 |

)
+ βn

〈
Sz`1

+ Sz`2

〉]
(B13)

with αn = (2n + 1)pn − npn−1 − (n + 1)pn+1 and βn =
pn−npn−1 +(n+1)pn+1. As discussed in Appendix A 2,
the quantity 〈Sz`1

+ Sz`2
〉 required to isolate the desired

current 〈j`1`2〉 can be obtained in a separate standard
measurement, or its contribution can be eliminated by
considering the anti-symmetric combination

p`1`2 − p`2`1

2 (n) = pn − sαn
〈j`1`2〉
|J`1`2 |

. (B14)

As these discussions show, the method works for gen-
eral initial mixed states that are diagonal in the occu-
pation basis of the ancilla. This feature may even be
exploited to optimize the obtained signal. The proposed
trapped-ion implementation of our measurement scheme
can immediately be extended to global currents, current
variances, as well as current–current correlations, follow-
ing similar ideas as presented in Appendix A.
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